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interested in games, too.
The virtual pet concept is
very appealing to girls, the
idea of nurturing and
looking after a little creature,
making sure it’s well fed and
tended to appeals to the
female market, so we think
we’re going to have a very
sizeable audience of female
players.”
Child safety, naturally, is
paramount to parents and
Moshi Monsters is
determined to make its
users’ experiences as
pleasant as possible while
allaying their parents’ fears.
Measures already in place
include sophisticated swearﬁltering and real-life
moderators monitoring
behaviour.
“There is worry in the
press but incidences of
predatory behaviour are
almost non-existent,” says
Smith, careful to draw a
distinction between
perceived and real danger.
“There’s no ‘free chat’ –
children can only
communicate with each other
by using drop-down lists of
pre-approved phrases. When
you sign up, you need to give
us a parent’s email address
and we’ll email the parent for
approval and they then have
a record of the email and
their child’s username and
password, so they can jump in
and watch what’s happening
if they have concerns.
“When you play the game,
you can only visit [another
user] when you know their
particular username, so it’s
not like MySpace where you
can have a random crawl
around lots of people’s sites.
We’re doing everything we
can to ensure it’s a safe
environment while keeping
the game fun and giving the
kids as much freedom as
possible.”
“Free chat”, where users
can type what they like (within
the rules) is something Smith
is considering adding to the
game in future, but he is keen
to ﬁrst ensure that there is a
strong base of moderators
employed to monitor the site
and users’ activity, ensuring
that children aren’t at risk of
any impropriety.
As for the cost to users, the
basic Moshi Monsters game,
like most children’s socialnetworking sites, is free. Ingame currency is generated

by completing challenges, and
users can then spend their
Rox on items for their
monsters, such as food and
home furnishings. As for how
the site’s owners will make
money, there will be another
version of the game with
more features, including new
mini-games and playing
environments, to which
people can subscribe. Smith
is conﬁdent of the market: “If
there’s enough educational
value and enough
entertainment, the parents
will be happy to do that.”
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Digital photo frames, reviewed by Claudine Beaumont

Kodak EasyShare SV101

Vivitar V7

Mustek PF-D800

From: www.kodak.com
Price: £149·99

From: www.amazon.co.uk
Price: £39·99

From: www.amazon.co.uk
Price: £59·99

$ Just as you
would expect,
Kodak do a
mean line in
digital photo
frames. This
10in model
allows you
to view and
edit pictures, and
you can use it to watch movies from your
camcorder (it supports formats including AVI and
Mpeg4), or a photo slideshow, with speakers. It’s
compatible with SD, MMC, xD, CF and MD
memory cards, plus memory sticks, and it’s
PictBridge compatible, meaning you send pictures
straight from the frame to a printer. The 800 by
480 screen renders sharp photos with a good
colour tone. It comes with a remote control. 8/10

$ÊCompact and unobtrusive, the 7in Vivitar
frame accepts SD, MMC and CF cards up to 1GB
in size. While it won’t play music or display
video, you can view a photo slideshow on it,
and rotate and zoom into images on-screen.
And that’s about it. If you’re after a digital
photo frame that does the basics well and won’t
break the bank, the Vivitar is a stylish frame that
ticks all these boxes. 7/10

$ÊMustek’s
PF-D800 has an
8in screen, 800
by 480 pixel
resolution, and
support for the
usual memory
cards. But what
really lets it
down is the
horrible plastic frame and ugly
buttons that wouldn’t look out of
place on a 1980s Sony Walkman.
The plastic reﬂects badly in the
light. It can play MP3s and display
videos, but you can’t edit photos on
screen, and you can’t transfer
photos to it directly from your
computer. 6/10

Philips

Linx LDVPHOTO8I

Wi-Fi Frame

From: www.photoframe.philips.com
Price: £199

From: www.amazon.co.uk
Price: £79·97

From: 0844 573 7070; iwoot.com
Price: £199

$ÊThis 9in
wood-surround
frame from
Philips is the best
we’ve seen for
picture quality.
Everything
about it is
elegant and
practical. It will
automatically orient photos so that they appear
in the correct portrait or landscape format, plays
your photos as a slideshow, or displays them in
a thumbnail gallery. The resolution is very good,
at 800 by 480 pixels, it’s compatible with the
full range of memory cards, and you can use it
on the sofa with battery power. Produces lovely,
detailed photos. 9/10

$ÊWith a look and feel similar to the Philips
photo frame, the Linx is a cheaper alternative that
still delivers good results. You can view pictures or
video on the 8in screen, and it has a lithium
battery, meaning you can unhook it from the
mains. It plays music too, and works with SD, MS
and MMC memory cards. It comes with
a remote control and
pictures look really
good on the 720 by
480 pixel screen.
With solid build
quality and
simple
set-up, this is
an excellent
budget
option. 8/10

$ÊThis
product takes
picture frame
technology a
stage further –
it’s Wi-Fi
enabled and
even has its
own email
address: you can send it photos and it will
instantly display them. Not only that, but it can
pull feeds from websites, such as your Facebook
albums or Flickr accounts. It still has a card slot
for MMC, SD, MS and CF memory cards (but
not microSD, strangely), plus 128MB internal
memory. The 7in screen is crisp, but it’s let
down by a hefty back to the frame. But for sheer
novelty value, it’s hard to beat. 7/10

The Orange Box

Warhawk

SOCIAL NETWORKING FOR PRETEENS

PS3, Xbox360 (version tested), PC. Available now,
from £39·99

PS3. Available now, £39·99

Star Wars Battlefront: Renegade
Squadron

ClubPenguin.com:
Has 12 million users
worldwide, each with
his or her own virtual
penguin ready to chat,
make buddies,
decorate their igloos
and participate in fun
online games. Free to
use but a monthly
$5·95 (£2·86) gives
access to more
features.

use, but a credit card
is needed to
authenticate the
parents’ ID. Teachers’
packs are available.

send her shopping
and dress her up.
Expect plenty of
Barbie product
placement.

Neopets.com:
Adopt a virtual pet.
Parents have to stump
up for the in-game
currency, Neocash,
though the basic
game is free.

Imbee.com:
Create your own
trading cards, make a
blog and create your
own groups. Free to

Barbiegirls.com:
Aimed at girls, hence
the sickly sweet pink
graphics. Create your
own girl character,

Adventure Rock
(tinyurl.com/
27ktm9):
In beta testing, this
BBC site promises a
3D virtual landscape
in which you can
explore and create
content, including
music, dance and
animation while
solving the island’s
mystery.

$ÊThis title packages together three new games
with two classics – and all for the price of a single
game. Along with the superb Half Life 2 and Half
Life 2: E1 comes Half Life 2: E2. While its gameplay
and storytelling matches that of its predecessors, E2
focuses more on furthering the plot of the franchise,
rather than breaking new ground in its own right.
Nonetheless, it provides a much-needed ﬁx for Half
Life fans and the series is a must for ﬁrst-personshooter fans. Also on oﬀer is a multiplayer ﬁrstperson shooter, Team Fortress 2, and a puzzle ﬁrstperson shooter, Portal. Team Fortress 2 is the weaker
game – its cell-shaded animations look great and it
oﬀers loads of manic fun, but multiplayers like Halo
3 leave it in the dust. Players are more likely to be
seduced by the elegant Portal; it looks fantastic, its
gameplay is innovative and it boasts arguably the
ﬁnest closing titles in video game history. Overall
this is a poorly named, yet ultimately essential title.
Nick Cowen

F

or the moment,
reassuringly for parents
sick of commercial
bombardment, Moshi
Monsters has also ruled out
advertising on its site. “We’re
hoping parents will feel better
about the site and happy for
the children to play on it if
they know there won’t be any
commercial messages on it,”
says Smith.
Websites for pre-teens are
growing faster than adultorientated sites, with Club
Penguin, aimed at the same
seven-to-11-year-old market
as Moshi Monsters, drawing
in twice as many users as the
virtual world Second Life. So
why hasn’t the UK picked up
on pre-teen social networking
before? “Many people, from
venture capitalists to media
companies, may not have paid
attention to kids’ space online
because they may have felt
there weren’t many
commercial opportunities
there,” says Smith. “If you
build a very safe and
entertaining website, there
are extraordinary
opportunities to build a very
successful company and so I
think that’s helping the whole
environment around kids’
space.”
If the recent success of
similar sites is anything to go
by, Smith is right and the big
money is indeed with this
market. The children’s socialnetworking site Neopets was
acquired by Viacom in 2005
for what now seems a measly
$160 million (£80 million)
compared with Club
Penguin’s sale to Disney for
$350 million (£175 million)
earlier this year. If Smith has a
monster success on his hands,
he’ll be laughing all the way
to a very real bank.

$ Moshi Monsters
(moshimonsters.com)

GAME REVIEWS

$ It has taken six months, but ﬁnally the PS3 has
its ﬁrst essential exclusive title. Just don’t expect
beautiful graphics or an immersive storyline:
Warhawk is all about bold, brutal fun. In this
online-only, third-person battleﬁeld-style
shooter, you play as an identikit soldier for one of
two armies whose raison d’être is simple – destroy
the opposing forces. This can mean killing a
certain number of troops, stealing the ﬂag from
their base, or taking control of a large enough
area of the map, depending on the game mode
being played. There is no “duck and cover” play,
no stealth; just riﬂes, ﬂak guns, jeeps, tanks, and,
of course, the titular Warhawks. There are
weapons and equipment hidden throughout the
maps, some of which you can use to call in air
strikes, and you earn medals for successful
campaigns or completing speciﬁc objectives. This
is a loud, thumping, entertaining, old-school
experience that just can’t be bettered.
Iain Gray

PSP. Available now, £19·99
$ÊFanboys will never tire of the Star Wars franchise,
and this latest addition is up there with the best. Like
previous Battlefront games, the gameplay is
primarily based on the old multiplayer favourite
Capture the Flag. Playing as a soldier on either side
in the Galactic Civil War or Clone Wars, the game is
won when command posts are captured, or all
enemies killed. It’s a busy game with a cast of
hundreds battling it out around you, although many
of the campaign missions involve sneakier raids on
enemy outposts. You can take control of tons of
vehicles, including the big AT-AT walkers from The
Empire Strikes Back, as well as X-Wings, Tie-Fighters
and more, and you can play as the ﬁlms’ main
characters. With huge replay value, up to eight
players playing across Wi-Fi or up to 16 players
pitted against one another online, it’s good value for
Star Wars fans and anyone who likes a good old
multiplayer scrap.
Chris Burke

